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Background and research question Results 2: Effect of integrated abatement cost
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curves in Annex I countriesmissions from land use change (LUC) contributed about 3.3 Gt CO2 (or 9%) to total 
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in 2010 (1 2) This LUC includes emissions from the
    
Avoided The integrated While the AR potential is negligible in Annex 1      , .       
conversion of forests to other land uses (deforestation) but also CO2 removals  through the 
establishment of new forests (afforestation) Not included in the balance are emissions and
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countries because of a rather high baseline 
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removals from existing forests that contributed in 2000-2007 to a global net forest sink of 
harvest in existing 
forests (FM). 
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activities (here D) 
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an  a me ag un  e new ores s s ar  o 
grow faster, there is more potential for FM and 
4.4 Gt CO2 including management of exiting forests (FM), afforestation (AR) and 
deforestation (D) (3) An important question for an assessment of global climate change
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emissions 
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negative impacts 
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avoided D (cf Fig. 3b).
Competition for land and the shift of wood  .           
mitigation options in the land use sector is how much of these global fluxes can be 
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supply from deforestation to managed forests 
d h i lman pu a e  an  manage  roug  ores ry ac v es an  c anges o  managemen  prac ces. 
How much can forestry emissions be reduced and forest sinks be enhanced?
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A ti f AR D l Accounting for AR D and FM           
An active change of forest management change, a reduction of deforestation rates and 1201203a 3b
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increased afforestation efforts are likely to impact wood supply and revenues from forestry. 
Another important question is therefore at what costs mitigation potentials in the forestry
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A challenge is to include indirect effects between single activities as they compete 
for a limited land resource and have common drivers (e.g. wood demand). We use IIASA
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ESM’s Global Forestry Model (G4M) to assess the forestry mitigation potential and estimate 
costs The model is spatially explicit and compares the NPV of management alternatives
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below 3Gt CO2 (10 Mha) after 2015
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Fig 3. Comparison of mitigation potential when AR and D are 
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• The forestry climate change mitigation potential of single activities (enhanced afforestation, d r
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avoided deforestation reduces potential for afforestation and increases also pressure onns
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• Many potential estimates disregard such indirect effects and dependencies and are 
therefore too high We present integrated mitigation potentials and cost curves that account
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afforested areas accumulate carbon 
rather slowly
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for competition for land and other common drivers.
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• There is a need for taking an integrated view on mitigation potentials to account for leakage 
across activities sectors and countriesComparison of baseline to historic estimates  , ,  .• Risks that further lower the realizable potential are policy inefficiency, additional costs 
Our results can be compared with historic data (based Land use change
(monitoring, transaction), and natural disturbances that have not been taken into account.2a
on inventories) for an overlapping period of 1990-2010. 
We systematically underestimate the gross forest sink 0 0
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in comparison to the baseline at different
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realized at higher C prices (above 25 USD 
1990-1999 2000-2007Fig 2a-c. Comparison of baseline to historic estimates.
Forestry Non-Annex 1 Forestry Annex 1
Forestry Global
per tC).Map of baseline deforestation in 2030     
The map in Figure 5 shows the baseline deforestation in 2030          .
The spatial dynamics of where deforestation  takes place
are model internally driven by land productivity (NPV of
forestry compared to NPV of agriculture) and past deforestation        
rates in that grid cell. To improve the geographical accuracy of the
j ti l t i l d f i f t t j t i thpro ec on we p an o nc u e maps o  n ras ruc ure pro ec s n e
future and to calibrate the model to historic maps of forest area change
from satellite products that have recently become available.
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